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Abstract. We continue the investigation of m-interpretations of EOL forms as introduced 
recently. We prove three maip results: we firstly show that ordinary EOL famihes and mEOL 
families are very closely relsted in the sense that for every EOL family there exists an mEOL 
family such that the languages in these families differ just by finitely many words. We secondly 
give two versions of an isolation lemma for m-interpretation which allow us to carry over certain 
proof techniques used for ordinary interpretations to m-interpretations. And thirdly we solve 
the m-completeness problem fdr two-symbol EOL forms. Thus, despite the close relation between 
ordinary and m-interpretations pointed out, m-interpretations behave considerably different (and 
we would like to argue more natural) than ordinary interpretations in certain crucial instances., 
Introduction 
In [l] the notion of an m-interpretation af an EOL form was introduced. It 
avoids the existence of pseudoterminals in both the form and its interpretation. 
Apart from giving some motivation for the introduction of m-interpretations, there 
were two main objects under consideration in that paper: On the one hand the 
m-completeness-problem-i.e. the question whether a given EOL form generates 
all EOL languages via m-interpretation- was solved for short and propagating 
two-symbol EOL forms. In the present paper we are able to generalize this result 
by solving the m-completeness problem for arbitrary two-symbol EOL forms, cf. 
Section 3. The other part in [l] considers the possibilities to carry over both basic 
techniques and results from ordinary to m-interpretation. It was realizeld there that 
the technique of isolation does not carry over to m-interpretation in the same 
uncomplicated and natural way as, e.g., simulation techniques. It was felt that 
advances in OUT understanding of m-isolation would help us to get some further 
insight into the character of m-interpretation. We are now in a position to present 
two versions of an isolation lemma for m-interpretation which are much more 
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general than the Start Isolation Lemma (i.e. Lemma 5 1 in [l]). However, we feel 
that they are sufficiently strong to be used in large vrlriety of prolblems. A second 
question witKn the ‘area cf comparing ordinary with r+interpretaJion is that of the 
r&atioM! of EU_. families (i.e. families of ltinguages which are generated by an EOL 
form via interpretation) and .mEOL families. 
We Show that there is a close relation between these two kinds of language 
f,amilies: For every EOL family .Y1 there elxists an mEOL family 92 such that for 
every & G Yi there exists ai finite: set Ml depending on the alpha5et of L1 such 
that M: u L1 z &. Conversely, for every La2 r-= Z& we have L2\.Mz E 9’1 for some finite 
set Mlt. Finally, using tlhe results mentionli=d above we show firstly that there are 
mEOL faimilses which force any form equivalent mECL family to be nonpropagat- 
ing, cf. Lemma 2.3 in [‘7],* Secondly we show in analcgy to Corolltiry 1 in [3] that 
there is no mEOL family which equals the class of context free languages. 
The paper is divided into three sections. In Section 1 we present the basic 
‘notations used in L form theory. Section 2 deals with the Isolation Lemma and 
the interrelationship between EOL and mEGL famlilies and Section 3 gives the 
completeness result. 
‘Ihe readier is assumed, to be familiar wlith the basics of formal language theory 
ad ifs referred to 143, [S] or [9] for not,ations not h.rrther explained. For basic 
information on L forms I[tj] or [ lO] shol:lld be consulted. Motiviatiorn for m-interpreta- 
tio*ns #r.ay be found in [I].. 
1. Pbdlimrinaaries 
t i ) Fm a set X, card(X) denotes the cardinality of X 
(ii) E denotes the empty word; given a word x, lg(x) denotes its length and 
alph(X:l denotes the set of letters occurring in 2’. 
Give:n, additionailly, 3 set X and a symbol a, alph(X) := Uxcx alph(x) and # Qx 
denotes t:hle number of occurrences of a in I:. 
(iii) Two languages & and Kz ;are saicl to’ be equal if & u {E) = h& u {E}. We 
assume that each class of languages we (consider contains the empty language. 
(iv) An EOL system F is a 4-tuple F = (I< C, p, S) *where V is the total alphabet, 
.Z is the k~w;r5zal lphabet, V’,C is called the noszterminal alphabet, P is a finite 
set OT pairs (u, x) with al E V and x E V* sulch that for each cy in V at least one 
s;uch pair is in P, and S E V\E is the stwtsymbol. An element p = (cu, x) of P is 
called a production and is usually written :as ar 3 x. Ui in each production of F the 
right-hand side differs from e then we :saly .F’ is a propagating EC!jL system abbrevi- 
ated as EPOL system. 
WC also define max r(F) ::= max{lf,( n) 1 a * x E P]. .F is sa:id tc. be short if 
max .riir) s 2. 
(v) Let F = (V, 2, P, S) be an EOL syrstem and let n > ‘1.. For words x = 
ala2.. . CY,~ WithaiEVfor %isn andy==ylyz,,.yn withy,,cV*forlsi<n 
we write x =+y if (yi + yi E P for 1 6 i d n. If E&x-) = 0, ‘wc write x .=3 ?I iff lg(y) = 0. 
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We write x&=x for every x E V* and, for m > 1, x+$ y if for some 2: E V*, 
X *p;‘z =$-’ y. We write x&y (res:Jectively x *j! y) if x=&y for some p 2: 1 
(t 22 0, respectiva.ly). To avoid cumbersome notation we will sometimes omit the 
specification F below the arrow if fi’ is understood from the context. 
F is called synchrorzized if for every a E C, a +! x implies x & Z*. 
(vi) Let F = ( V, C. P, S) be an EOL system. A derivation in F is a sequence of 
words (x0, x1,. . . . xn), n a 1, such that xo=+Fxl,. . . , x~-~-_*‘~x~, together with a 
precise description of how all the occurrences in xi are rewritten to obtain xi_,+ 
0 G i s n - 1. We depict a derivation D by D : .x0+x 1 +F l l l +F xn. Each sequence 
of occurrences of letters in every word from ‘[x0, . . . , ~~-1) has a unique contribution 
to xn through D; if y is a sequence of occurrences of letters in xi, 0 G i s n - 1, 
then we use ctr &y) to denote this contribution. 
(vii) Let F = ( V, 2, P, S) be an EQL system. The language of F denoted by 
L(F) is defined by L(F) = {x E C* 1 S=$x}. 
(viii) Let F = (V, C, P, S) be an EOL system and a E C. Then a is said to be a 
pseudoterminal if a & alph(L(F)). 9f F bes not contain pseudoterminals we say F 
is a marvellous EOL system abbreviated as mEOL system. 
(ix) An EOL form is an EOL system, F = (V, C, P, S). An EOL system F’ = 
( V’, Z’, P’, S’) is called an interpretation of F (modulo II), symboiically F”-=I F(l.1 ), 
if p is a substitution defined on V and (I) to (5) hold: 
(1) p(A) E V’\Z’ for each A E V\Z, 
(2) p(a)cX’ for each a CC! 
(3) ~(Cy)n&3)=0forallafpin Vi 
(4) P’EJ.k(P):={~+y) a-+xEp,pEEc(ar),YE~(X)}, 
(5) S’ E lu 6). 
S(F) := (L(F’) 1 F’ Q F) is the family of languages generated by 6;. Two EOL forms 
Fl and I;; are called form equivalent if S(Fl) = P(F2). E is called compkte if 
2?(F) = Z’(EOL), the family of all EOL languages. 
(1;) Let F and F’ be mEOL systems and F’ (I F(p), then we say F’ is marveilous 
interpretation (m-interpretation for short) of F, symbolically F’+, F(F). We also 
define Z’,,.,(F) := {L(F’) 1 F’ Q~F}. The notations of m-form equivalence and m- 
completeness are carried over in the obvious way. 
2. Carry over results 
The technique of isolation has been used in the past in two different ways:: First‘ly, 
for suppressing unessentials nondeterminisn; as in the proof of the Expansion 
Simulation Lemma, see [6]. I.e., if there is more than one derivation (of t!he same 
length) leading from a symbol to certain words we may separate one of these 
possible derivations1 via interpretation by the general Isolation Lemma, see [lo]. 
As pointed out in [l] an isolation lemma in this generality is not possible under 
m-interpretation. The second way is to use isolation as a very powerful tool for 
disproving form equivalence, see e.g. [:2, 3,6,7:]. 
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In this case the full power of the lsoliation Lemma ’ I [lo] is often not needed 
bolt weaker conditions1 as e.g. ccondition (ii) of Lemmai. 2.1 suffice. This is due to 
the fact that ;3n all of the applications quoted ablave it suffices to consider the lengths 
a,rrd some combinatoria:l properties of the generated words rather than the exact 
words themselves. IIn this-perspective Lemma 2.1, cur first version of an isolation 
lemma for m-interpratati~~3, is quite important: note: th.at Lemma 2.1 considerably 
strength~~n~~ the Start Isolation Lemma established in [l] by avoiding or weakening 
some of the strong conditions involved. This is possible at the price of weaker 
isolation properties which, however, suffice in many cases as pointed out above. 
Before stating Lemma 2.1 we nleed some additional notation: 
Definition, Let F z= i V, 2, P, $) ;be an EOL system. Let MJ c V* and Q G P. Then 
SF’(F):= (x E V* 1 §:=$.x] for all i 3 0; dam(Q) :={a 1 u -+x E Q}. Q is said to be 
complete if alph(x 1 or +x E Q) E dam(Q) and it is isaid to be W’-ccmplete if it is 
complete and alph( Mr) c; dom( Q). For convenience, if W = {u} ;eor some u E V* we 
sometimes will write u-complete instead of {u)-complete. 
I,emara 2.1. (Versiion 1 sf an isolation lemma for m-interpretation). Let F = 
( v, x, p, s) h? an $d?oldL jfofm a!nd B : $ = tv(& wj +F ’ ’ ’ 3~ wnml +F wn =xan 
&derivation for u tc?rminal word x. Assume that alph( w1 w2 . . . IV,& E 
C V\C) u alph(x) and that there xists an A-complete subset P c P such that dom(Pj c 
C V\C) v alph(x). Ugen rhere exists un EQL system F’ = ( V’, Z, P’, S’) such that 
(i) F’ q,, F(p j, 
(ii) $Z’(F’)~p(w~)fi~ OGirz and 
(iii j x E LI(F’j. 
Proof, Consider the word v = IV~MI~ . . . IV, --I = ala2 a . . as for some s 2 1, q E V for 
l~j~~.Lefy’==a~&.. (r: be a. word obtained from y by renaming the symbols 
of ‘zyi to aI such that the symbols a) differ from each other and aj & V for j = 1, 
3 ., . . . , s. Let PI contain tire productions of B’ together with all productions used in 
the derivation D’ : 5;’ := w;i, =+ rvi =+* l 9 =+ t/l:, _ 1+ wll = x corresponding to those 
which are used in the original derivatiou D, For ar c, V, detine p(a) by 
fl(tK) + *[hyi 1 Irj = a, 1 + s s} u MI[CY) where ,M(rr) = 18 if CN &dam(P) and M(a) = {cv} 
otherwise. Thus V’ and X’ are defined imlplicitly :ind it is easy to see that F: = 
( V 9 E’, PI, S’) 4+!. Moreover, SF’(&) E; p (wi) ,Por 0 G i G n. Note that due to 
the constraints we have put on the derivation D and the set p, the only possible 
pse udotermindls in F1 are elements of p, (alph(x)). based on I;; we shall cor,struct 
F’ such that those pseudoterminals become real tet minals. observe that if x =; E, 
then rb 3 lemma trivially holds, otherwise by construction of D’ we may write 
w:, -1 = PLP2 I . , & for some t 2 3, such that the symbols /3i differ from each other 
for 1 s i s t and there exists exactly one production for each of these symbols. This 
anti %& =$+FI & = x imply that there exists a factorization of x, A- = x 1x2 . . . xt such 
that & + xi is the oniiy pr;rduction for pi in PI, 1 G s t. We replace the production i 
l n+ n _rou n$e EI rayJ!au 3i lua,vuadapu~-,g am n gue 
n %($mys JO .caz#o yma ~014 lgapuada,pu_t-g aq 0:) pies a.re n pua n sp30~ arE3, 
‘{x-;zle= n 1 .+x 3 x} =: (&“7 
auyap a~ Q)as 3 n 92 pue ura@ 103 ue aq (s ‘d 6x ‘A) = d la? wogpyaa 
l z*z mueua~ 30 1Insal A;3vylxtw ayj u~oys !&+I 2y Jap fyz mmxaq ui sryl ano3d 
~l(eys ahi l d two3 uafy8 ayi ui ,,3ayiaiYol punoq,, @now sp30~ am aray pap$o3d 
‘rJo~)v~aJd3aiu!-ur 3apun 0~1~ sp30~ 30 ,,3ayla%ol %x~pu~q,, sjyi asn &XII allh leyl ino 
su3w1 11 y ~303 WA!% B 04 iuap?Aynba ~1303 aq 01 paurnsse !3! yaiy~ ;3 ~303 aql 01 
ituq.ro~x uoyltu~lrap awes u~3ayla%ol3n330 lsnur sp30~ autos J~JMOYS 01 pasn s? 
rrog~~os~ SZX~ asay 30 lsow UI l aauaieAinba ~1.1303 %u~o3ds~p 303 uoyqoq t7u!sn uayM 
suo~~1w~3opr! y9ns afiey iou op uaijo afi ‘fQ3eaI3 l x yii~ lau93e~s suo!igAi3ap ul39320 
k2ux YagAh SIoqbuAs ayl lnoqe uoywu3oju~ Y~!M Jaylaiifol paieIos! aq 01 Si Y~~YM 
x p.JoM ayi 30 uo!iwirap ayi us %u!33ns90 slsqurh ayi lnoqe uoym3o3u~ amos 
samba;r ii iup 3! w.uu.ra~ UO~Z?~OSI aql30 uoy3aA atLoqe aqi 30 yaeqMB3p u~eur ay& 
0 l ( 94) 73 paaDxa $0~ saop (,&as ieyi a3ns sayvtu ,d 30 uogcjn3isuo:, aql 
Qanaitqj 7.4 e ! ~03 &IO ( $J) ,ds ~1033 s3agp (,a) ,df; pue 1~ 303 spioy ii ax+ payqies 
sa (n) ~uo~~~puo3 *siproy (Q YS ,g pue walsrCs ~C)TJUI ne s! ,g ‘snaqeydpz leu!waai 
arUIw ay] a~rzy ,d pue I,$ pue (T-! 30 uoyiuyap ar[i dq ,‘f 30 uogDnpo3d B sf !x + !d 
~r?ql alouj ,d uy aiqrssod osle sl 1~ 30 uoggni3ap hAa ca30ur3aq13n3 ‘aws ‘(,&7 ul 
.m~o @xklx id 30 sleufru3alopnasd lie ieyi alord ‘( d)g~ (,s ‘,d ‘,r ‘,A) = ,g reyi 
JE’313 aq plnoys 11 ‘,d %Ji#a% snyi ‘(‘x) ti t !d $as cayi 30 suopDnpo3d ay$ dq !X + ?d 
M --{Xl, X2, . . . , JC~) fo:r some k, 1 s Cc =z card(X) IFor SHAI xi E M (1 s i 5: k) choose 
a derivation Di : !3 = wg’ =+ w :’ ) --4, l l l + wE:-~ S+ WE! *xi. Furthermore, choose a 
&complete deterministic s&set 9TI: z P which exists by Lemma 2.2. Consider the 
word 
(1) :zz &I3 (1) 2) (2) (3) (k-1) Y . ..W.,,_lM'~ .‘.M'~2-lw1 ...w,yQ_l-l =a~cx2...cy~ 
for same :5 >O. Le,t $ = &I$ . . . CY: be a ward obtained from y by renaming the 
symbJ,ls IY~ to CY: (1 ,S I s s) $?uch that the svmbols Q! i di.Rer from each other and I 
CY; r: jr’. Let P2 contain Pz together with all productions used in the derivations 
D,; :Sr’, = *,$‘=$#‘** l e + 1&‘,“_1 =kq according to the derivations iDi, respec- 
ti vcly , where kv yi’ is a subword of y’ determined by the cclndition lg( wii’) = !g( wj”‘) 
f{)r a?[ 1 ~5; i ss k: and 1 s j ss rirli - I. Additionally, take care that S1 ti V u alph t:y ‘). 
For aI1 (1~ E V define 
.N(cY) := ((a!) n d&(p,)) u {Sl 1 a = Sj. 
?I’hu~~, Vl and Xl ’ arz defined implicitly and we obvitisaly have 
iET2 :=z ( VI, El, P2, S, ) dF(p,,) and xa E L(F2). However, P;; may contain pseudoter- 
rninals, It e, interpretations of ffl for some I9 1s I s s. We shall restructure 15 to get 
PI !iuch that these Ipossible pseudoterminals become actual terminal symbols of 
(1) (k;' Fl:~=IVl,&,~l,S~j. Denote z = w,,-~w~~-~. . . wl,ki-l and zi= w!.$~. . . w,,+ 
'By construction of F’2 we may choose a symbol & E alphi?) for every b E i5 sucA 
xhal: fit, -) yt, is the only production for &, in Pz and yb = x:b’bxf” for some x:“‘x:“’ E 
C*‘. I&r replace the production ,Bb -4 yb by the set of productions & j x:b ‘p l(b)x ‘2”’ 
for every b E C thus getting Pl. Obviously, we have Fl aF(l,cl) and xQ E L(F?). 
k4oreover, Fl+., Flip l Ii since 25 c alph(L(F2)) by construction of F2 and thus El = 
p I LX j c alph(L.(F’J) by construction of Pl. 
Leafmr l~~i~k,l!&=:R J&(L w ii)*). We shall show that Ki = {xi}. This is S’~OWI 
a~ I’o~~ows. CGXGOUSJIY XI E A’i. If x E Ki, then clearly x +gxi or xi 3;~. Then conditirjn 
(ii) yields x z xi. 7%~ Ki y .{x, ). Defining Q := R\IJ~= 1 Ki it should be clear that 
cocdition (b) holds true, In particular, Q # Ib since k <card(E) and card(R) > 
cal*d(Z f. IT1 
Our next re:,ult shows a typical application of Lemma 2.3 for disproving m-form 
equivalence. In particular we are abBe to carry over to the case of m-interpretation 
the rest% of Lemma 2.3 in [7], namely that there exist EOL forms F such that 
arly fo;slm equivalent forms G contain ~-productions. Note that the form F defined 
by’ the produktions S + aba, a + cd, in + E, c -+ c and d + cb, which is given in ILemma 
2 3 in [7] does not suffice for forcing form-equivalent forms to be nonpropagating 
irl the case Of m&&p*- + . :_ -atim. For example, the propagating rr-,EOL form G 
dIefined by the productio ns S + RcR, S + TaTa, R + a, T + c, Q + d9 b -+ N, c + 6, 
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d 3 N and N 4’ is m-form equivalent to the above specified form F. It will be 
very instructive although quite easy to the reader to make clear for himself why 
this holds true. 
Theorem 2.4. No mEPOL jtirm G is m-form equivalent o the mEOL form 
F = ((S, a, b), (a, b), (S + baab, a + baub, b + E), S). 
Proof. L = L(F) = ((baab)2” 1 n 2 0). Assume that G is an mEPQL form such that 
.ZrJF) = d&,(G). Then there exists a G’ = ( V’, {a, b}, P’, S’) 4, G su& that 
L(G’) = L. 
Let u and v be arbitrary words of L with lg(u) <lg(v). Since G’ is an mEP0L 
system we have to consider two cases, 
(i) there exist U, v E L with lg(rl) C lg(v) and u =S& v, 
(ii) for all u, v EL \Irrith le(u)<lg(v), u and v are G’-independent. 
We show that both, case (i) and case (ii) lead to a contradiction thus proving the 
theorem. 
Case (i): Assume we have (CY):U =(baabJ2’%w@* 9 l *wp-#(baab)2” = v 
forsomeO<m<n andp > 1. Let q be the smallest integer suck; t2 dat w,, E C* and 
(P):u= ( baab)2”’ --JI w 1 3. 8 l +w,_@(baab)2’ for some k sm. 
Observation 1. ctr,pjJ~~) -7 ctrcpJ,,, (02) for each two occurrences of a or 6, respec- 
tively. 
Assume the contrary. We have to distinguish between two cases: 
(a) lg(ctr(fi& 1)) = lg(ctr(B).u (02)). Then exchanging the diRerent subderiva%lss 
starting at cl1 and ~2, respectively, we obtain a word z E L( G’) = L with z $ w, but 
lg(z) = lg( wJ which contradicts the definition of L. 
(b) lg(ctrcp)J 4) # lg(ctr(ti),U (~2)). Then using that subderivation which COW 
tributes the longer subword to w, for both occurrences, or and u2, we obtain ai 
word t E L(G’) = L such that 2k’2 < lg(z) < 2k+3 again contradicting the definition 
of L. 
Observation 2. k > m. 
If k = m we m&t have a +“,,a and b j&b by 0bservation 1 and since G’ is 
propagating. This implies L E .5?(CF) wilich is a contrad%tion. 
ObservatioPz 3. ctr (p),Jb) E IbJ u IMaW’ 112 1). 
Since both words u and w, Start and end with the letter b and by Observaltion 
1, ctr(pj,u(b) must be prc:fix and &fix of v’q. One easily checks that this implies 
Observation 3. 
We thus may write w, = ~~~~~~~~ . . . X Y’X ‘y for some y ~{b} UN where 
N := ((baab)’ 1 H 2 1) and x E (a, b}“. 
Assume y = b and let bxxb be a prefix of w,. Obviously, Ig(bxxb) is even md 
one easily checks that this implies bxxb = (baab)’ for some t 2 I. If t :> 1 we hve 
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(hzab 1’ = Irfl 2 ta2b for some z ~{a, bJ-‘-. This implies both, x = ~~2: and x = zla*, 
for some zl, 22E {a, b}‘, i.e. x == a ‘,zja2 for some z3 E {a, b}‘. Thus we have (baa&)’ = 
BO!*z_+~~‘z3‘r2~ which is a contradiction. If t = 1 we have ctqpjJa) =z a which again 
ii; a contradiction sincze it implies t E 9KF). 
Now af;sume y E &I This implies x = (baab)’ for some t 2 1. Thus we even have 
w# = (baa&j” and k 34 9 2” I: 2m+2 . We isolate the derivation S’=$ u 3’ w, by using 
L,,emma 2.1 thus getting a system @‘am G’. Note that the conditions of Lemma 
2.1 are indeed satisfied since the terminal alphabet of G’ equals {a, b} = alph( w,). 
L(G) does not contain a lwvlord of length 2m+3 which is seen as follows: SF’(G”) 
does not contain a word of t’his length for 0 < i 5:; j since 2mC2 = lg( u) = Bg(a) for all 
SF’@“) by condition (ii) of Lemma 2. I and 0’ is propagating. Simlilarly, SF’( G”) 
does not contain a word of this length for i 32 j + q since lg( wq) = 2”f4. Finally, 
SF’CG”) does not contain terminal words at all for j < i <j + q by choice of q. One 
easily sees that LS(L’,: = (2’ 11’ 2 0) for all L’ E 5Cm(F) = 5$(G). Since L(G’“) E 5!& (G) 
ck’e have the desired ccrntradiction e 
Case Vi): Qur assumption is t&at u and ~7 are G’-independent for all (u, 0) c 
,L(@-) z JI where lg(~) < lg(c). Since for {x, y} c L, x # y implies lg(x) # lg(y) and 
$,ince L 1~ infinite L, satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2.3. Usiltlg Lec;ma 2.3 for 
WI arbitrary x E L(G’) we o’btain G”q,, G’ where A n LS(G”) = 0 for an infinite 
s&kt A c i-2’ 1 i 2 0) iby condition (b) of Lemma 2.3. This implies a contradiction 
ZIF above, [II 
Our next ~enmm is quite: technkal: It establishes a relation between the families 
,$?(F) and 5$,(F) for :s given F unider certain circumstances. We will use it to show 
t&e close relation between EOL families zmd rnEOL families mentioned in the 
introduction. 
Lemma 2.5. Let F = (, V’ X, P, S) be aut mEOL~ form with L(F) = L. Suppose that 
tkre exists a finite set M c L s&i that 
!i) alph(M) = C iznd 
(ii) for every pair (x, y ) 6: iId X L, x *g y i~mpl?‘es y E M. 
i’“hen there exists a finite .wbwt N cl L such that jar every L’ E 9(F) we have, 
~“6’ w t’ E 3QF) where N’ 1s p(N) for some df?-substitutiorl J.L 
I!rosf. For every a E X choose a terminal word xa EM such that a E alph(x,) and 
2:. Idtiivati~~ Da : S ~3’ I~xa. Na consists of the terminal words occurring in the deriva- 
tion DC,. P4 is definell;i by iV :z= IJ rZ,=_s Maw A-4. Obviously, N G L and N is finite. 
Let P-r Z(F). Then there ex.ists an EOL system P;; = (VI, 21, PI, &) aF(&, 
width L,(F;) = L’. Use the Isolation Lemma (see, e.g., [lo]) to construct F2 = 
( l/2, .$, Pz, &) a F(p2) which iso:laten the derivations Da for all a E C. By condition 
(ii) we: hawe L(F2) ‘=: pZ(N). 
Let k be a coding defined on Vz ‘such that h (a!) = h (@ ) iff a! = @ and h (IQ A VI = 4). 
Let ,FJ = Ui( V2), K&), 1z(.P2j, h(S)& Then F+F2(k) and thus F3dF(b3) and 
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L(F3) z p3(N) where p3 = h&z. Let a EC. Define &a) :=p&z) VP&). Conside 
the derivation S3 +A w + S, y where {y) = CL&) n L(F3). (Note that p3(xa) = h (x,).1 
Since a E alph(x,) and F+3 F(p3) we may write w = wzaw2 and y = yr~rb~~y~ for 
some b E pda) and pi1 ((Y)-+& (zl)a& (~2) e P. Moreover, by the constructior 
of F2, (Y + zlbzz is the only production for a! In P3. Replace this production by the 
set cw -, zlh(a)zz. Doing this for all a G 25 we get a rewriting system F4 = 
(Vd, 254, P4, &). Note that &F;b is nl> EOL system if Cl # p) since there are no 
productions for the symbols of Cl in P+ IHowever, F4 satisfies condition5 (1) to (5 ) 
of the definition of an interpretation. Now define F’ = ( V’, 27, P’, S’) by ‘f-/ ’ :- (S’) ~1 
VI u V& 2’ :== 24, P’ := 1’1 J Pd u Ps, u Ps, where PSI := {S’ -3 x 1 S1 -, x E PI} and 
Ps3 := {S’ 3 x 1 S3 + x E P,). That F’ 4 F(p ‘) holds for some d&substitution p’ follows 
from the facts that Fl aF and that the production set of F” is c:gmplete 3s well aa, 
from the comments following the definition of F4. Observe thtit $(a) = ~(a) for 
all a E C. Thus, be definition of p and the construction of Fd for every b E 2’ there 
exists a terminal word x’ E L(F’) with b E alph(x’). In particular, we may choose 
X’ E p(xn) if b E p(a). This means that F’ is an mEOL system and therefore 
k(F’) E Z,,.,(F). 
Finally we show L(F’) = N’u L’ for some N’ c ~~(11). Since- the nonterminal 
alphabets of Fl and F4 are disjoint and F4 does not contain pzoductions for the 
symbols of C1 any terminal F’derivation starting with a production oE Ps, leads 
to a word of L’. Conversely, for every word x’ E L’ there exists an Pderivatior 
which generates x and starts with a production of Ps,. Therefore ~6: have left tcl 
show that every terminal derivation starting with a production of J’s, lead:; to a 
word X’ E p(N). Let X’E L(P) and write D’: St=$~s$=$~~t. If c)’ contains no 
word y’ with alph! y’) n V, # Ib we may argue as above to see that we actually have 
A-’ E L(F3) c p3(N) E p(N 1. If there occur words in I)’ which cont;,ain symbols a4 VI 
we know by construction of E+ that we actually have D’ : St.*ps, z’=$t y ’ =$ x’ 
,where y’~~~(x~)t~(x~ for some a E 2 and thus S=&, +~+‘-‘ix’) =x is an 
F-derivation for x. Since xa E 1M condition (ii) implies x e 34 ankd thus X' E p(x) C 
#.&?)ep(N). E 
As almc.rst immediate corollary of Lemma 2.5 we state the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.6. For euer_,p EOL famir,t 2, there exist an mEOL, famly 2’$ aad a wora’ 
x such that 
(i) for ewry I_ I E 91, L 1 u A4 :I 2.& where M E p(x) for some dfl-svbstlltution p, and 
(ii) for ecry L:! E 2’2, L&Id E Zl where M !; p (x) for sornRp dfl-wbstitution p. 
Proof. Let Fl = i I& Cl, PI, S1 i be the EOL form generating 9:. Let GE! Vu and 
defmex:=ba1a2. e. a,, \vhere& ={Q, a2,. . . , a,}.Let.B& V~and~efineF$=(Vlu 
b, B), Cl u {b}, PI u {& -+ x9 b -e B, B + B), S,). Note that F2 is an mEOL form 
even if Fl is not. Obviously Fz satisfies the a:;sumptions of Lemma 2.5. Moreover, 
analyzing the proof we see that we may chcrose N z L(F2) to be N = {x}. Finally, 
defining 92 l - 0-9~ (F2), Yheorern 2.6 follows immediately from Lemma 2.5. [I 
When introdtlcing; m-intcrpretati<In it wan felt that in some sense restricted 
pos!$ilbilities of interpreting a. termin&il symbol would perhaps have some effect ori 
a quite strong result in L form theory: 5& is no EOL family. On the. other hand, 
e~rcm 2.6 estabiirrshes thee: existence of mEOL families which are very close to 
ordinary EOL families, i.e. the respective lanliuages in both families only difer by 
a finite se:. mhis is the basic reason for the foillowing carry-over result, its original 
king prosred in [3]: 
I%&I. Let ,F = ( V,, 2, P, :S) be an EOL system such that L(Fj = L - 
{t&‘&i 1 i, j 2~ 1) ~~{dcba). Note that L E .=&-J+ Let z -3 d&a and L1 = L\(z). We 
IP ii1 show first that 
Assume the contrary, i.e. x = LZ itai~iLji for some i, j 2 1 and D : dcba ~&+x. Let 
N,, :== clrD,.&r} f0a all Q! E Z: Thus we may write: x = a%‘&’ =: &&u&. Lemma 3.1 
impties u , f P for all LY E 2. This means that & = awd and ua = w,d for s6me 
w,kvd E 2’ and we have: S~~a2b2c2d2~~w,dw,du~u~a~l~aM,d EL. he ea?;ily 
rr;.:alizes that this is a contradiction since L does not contain a word rwith two 
occurrences of ;d preceding an occurrence of (2. So we have established (1). 
When z:nalysing the proof of the lemma in [3] it is clear t:hat the lemma holds 
true even for our language L, since the proof only deals with some “long” word in 
L, This implies that we may construct an interpretation F’dF such that 
LIF’) Lf Z?(CF) according to the proof of the Main Theorem in [3]. Let A4 == {z), then 
QI ) in@ies that we r!rray u/se Lemma 2.5 to see that Lf(F’) u N’E Zm(F) for some 
fiGte jet N’. The faci. that L(P) rf Z(CF) is proven by the pumping lemma in [3]. 
!%nce N’ is finite we may us!: the same technique even to show that it@“) u N’ & 
Z??‘(lFb which finishes the prclof. Cl 
As mentioned irr the introduction we shall give necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the m-compk’teness of arbitrary two-symbol EOL forms in this section. Since 
tile p:‘oofs involved are constructive this implies that the question of whether a 
giw ‘I two-symbol EOL flcrrm is m-complete or not is decidab%e. Before coming to 
tile ?;ariOtis lemmas which finally combine into the main theorem we want to stress 
tfre fact that our result is a very strong normal form result: on the one hand it gives 
u I a complete description of the posGble ‘cnormal form rules” for EOL systems 
~Atith respect to the diskction between nontczrminal and terminal symbols. On the 
other 6anJ it shows that these “normal form rul.es” ar’e very strongly determined 
irr contra!-8 to the situation for context-free grammar forms, set, e.g., the super 
rmmat fcr:fl resultt i’or context-fre:e grammars given by Theorem X4 in 68,. 
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We first establish two classes of EOL languages the generating systems of which 
may use E-productions only in some restricted way. 
LDefiniQion. Let % be an alphabet. Suppose (A 1, AZ) is a pair of disjoint and nonso Ipt!,f 
subalphabets of Z_ For a positive integer n a word x E C“ is called &z&y n-c * .swed 
with respect to (AI, 42) if x E (@*A;‘@*A;‘@*)+ where @ :=-C\(Al v AZ). A language: 
L c 2’ is called doubly n-clustered with respect to (AI, 4,) if every word x E L is; 
doubly n-clustered with respect to (Al, A$. 
Lemma 3.6. Let A 1 and A2 be disjoint nonempty alphabc fs and n a positive integer. 
Suppose F = (V, Z, P, S) is an EUL system generating a Zunguage L = u~,,Ml v M 
such that Mt is doubly l- clustered with respect to (A 1, A;> end M is finite. Theu there 
exist symbols S1 EAT ‘<and 82 EAT such that we do not have hii +:E and &:$k 
respectively. 
Proof. We show the stateme3.t for 61 E A 1, the other case follows by symmetry. 
assume the contrary, i.e. a 3%~ for every a E Al. Let k :- ma&;A, ka. Then a & 
for all a E A 1. Let m := card{ V). Since for every symbol (Y E V we have cy +; w E A; 
iff Q! 3; w’ E Af for some 0 5: i 6 m we conclude that cy jk E if ti +L w E Al where 
~:=m+k.Choosep>max{~g(y)(y~M}and~~2max{~(cr~~u,lg(u)=j,u~~+~ 
aEVandist}. 
Consider some word u E >&,, i.e. u = LY~&(X&CY~ where aIcuza,+ Z*, PI E A: and 
p2 E A;. Note that we have parallel rewriting and L(F) is infinite. Thus by choice 
of P there exists an CY E V such that S=+G X~QIX&~CY: WIZW~~&CY~ = u where 
n’lX2E v’, wlwz~df, a=$z EAT and l&g(z)<p. Since z Edf we have L~Y:$~E 
by the above argument, i.e.~~~X1~X?,~~CY1WIw2LY2PZCY2=vp.Notethatwlwf!EA~ 
for some 1 G q <p. Thus v’ is not doubly p-clustered with respect to (Al, 42) which 
implies v’ &Ml for any 12 n since Ig(&) = p. Finally, lg(c’) > p implies v’ ti M’ and 
thus v% L which is a contradiction. rl 
Lemma 3.2. Let p and q bt? nonnegative integers such that p 3 2. Suppose F = 
( V, Z, P, S) is an LTOL systerit generatkg u lunguage L = {a”’ ] n 2 q) w M where M 
is a finite set. ‘Then we do nor (have a &k. 
Proof. Let m := card( V) anti assume a &E. Then for every symbol CL’ E V we have 
a! =$E if a! & w E a + where t :== m + k. This is seen as in the proof of Lemma 3.1. 
Chol3se r such that pr > maQ(j 1 Q =$a’, a E V’ and i G t} u $g(y) 1 y E M}). Thus 
aPr+’ EL(F) and by choice of Y we may write S& x~a(x2L3~y1ry~ = a “+I such1 that 
ar E V, ~1x2~ V*, y1y2~ a--, Y+$=z and 1 G &z(z) c pr. On the other hand we have . 
S=$~~a~~=+~y~y~~a’ and thus 1 jlg(apr+~~-lg(y~y2)~p’+1~ But since the ion- 
gest word of L(F) which is shorter than aPr+’ is the wurd up’ the I+:ngth of’ any 
wsrd z E,I!,(E) being shorter rhan aPrY differs from p’-” by at least P’@ - 1) dkh 
gives the fmal contradiction since p 2 2. 3 
Now we are ready to establlish the five main lemmas of this section. Lemmas 
3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 give necessary conditions for the m-completeness of two-symbol 
FGX. forms and Lemmas 3.6 and 3.8 give sufficient conditions, the first one for 
the case S + E & P the second one for the case S -+ E E I? 
L,TMIHBI~ 3.3. Let F = ({S, a], (a], P7 S) be an m-complete EOL forw Th!en tr’zere 
exists an integer mt ~52 such that S4” E P 
&oof, We assume the contrary, i.e. jr does not contain the production S -+ S’” for 
:any m a 2, This impks that every length-increasing production invdves the ter- 
rainal a. Let t := max r(F) -I- 1 and consider the EOL language L = {a’” iIZ 3 I}. 
CkarSy t 2 3 since F is m-complete. For the: same reason there exists an EOL 
system F’ = ( V’, Z’, P’, S’) -=I F such that 2:’ = {a) and L(F’ ) -= L. We will show that 
under these assumptions the!re xists a derivation u *&a’, 2 s i G t - 1 which is a 
contradiction since a jr ti L(F’) for 2 sj s t - 1. 
Consider x = a’ E L(P). Since t >> ma!< r(F) b ma>r r(F’) and every length- 
mcreasing production in F’ iwolves the terminal a we have (a) : S&l y =$t a’ 
where y == xta.x2 and ~1x2 E ‘V”‘. ‘This implies ctq&a) = ai, i.e. a =$ a’, for some. 
8 6 i G t, We have to conside:r four cases depending on the value of j: 
C kse I : 2 6 j G t - 1. This is the desired result. 
Case 2: j = 0. This contra!dicts Lemma 3.2. 
Case3: i== 1. This is a contradiction since it%nplies L E Z(CF). 
C.‘ase 4: j = t. Then we have (/?J) :: a *j7 w1 =$F’. - l *Fe WI_ 1 *+‘a ’ for some I Z= 2
since t > max r(F”). Choose the smallest r such that q, the number of the productive 
occurrences CYI, LYE, . . . , rc i elf w, is grrsates than one, i.e. ctrcBJ,,&q) # E for 1 6 i’ c q. 
No~t: that such t must exist since t > max r(P). Note further that we have 2 c q G 
rna:~ r(F’) by choice of I: CSbviouslv, if a E (~1, . . e , q} we have a reduction to Case 
1 or Chse 3. Dtherwise, {IY~, . . e , tq} G V’\c’ and cyi & aA, ‘1~ i G q, where Ji < 
$ -+ z -4 by the pigeon-holie principie. JMoreov~r, since q s: max r(P) and t > 
max r:P’) there exists an s E (1, , . . : -q) such that CY, ==$ ai where 2 <j G t + 1-q. 
Now Rrguing as above for the derivation (l(w) wc obtain a reduction to Case 1, 2 
or 3finceqH. Cl 
Lemma 3.4, Suppose F = ((S, ,a), (a). P, S) is m-cornp?ete. Then S + a E F. 
Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e. S -+ a & P. Let .E, = L(F’) := (a2” 1 n 2 0) for some 
f.’ = ! V’, {a},, P’, S’) -,,I? S:kse LI E A(r;l’) we have a + a E F’ for some (x E V’. NOW 
a E V’\(u) is imptossible: by mr assuwps.ion and sini:e F’ q., Fz cy = a would imply 
L E L??(CF), which is a contradiction, C3 
Lemma 3.5. Let F = ((S, a], (&I, fJy 5;) be an wwomplete E’OL form suctz that 
d c’ + E& P. i%en there exkts upz m X? such that (S + ra, S + d, = . . , S + a)“-‘, S + S, 
3’-4”}sP. 
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Proof. Considzr L1 = {a”,b”a”B” 1 yE > 1) = L(F,) for some F, = 
( VI, {a, b}, P 1, S1 j Q, F. The production a + F (b + E, respectively) must no: be in 
PI since this would contradict Lemma 3.1. Thus, since S + E & P, F, is propagating 
and S -+ S E P follows from Lemma 4.1 in [ 11. 
S + Sk E P for some k 2 2 follows from Lemma 3.3. Let m be the smallest inlteger 
greater than one such that S+ S” E P. If m = 2 we are re;:dy since S 3 A E P by 
Lemma 3.4. Therefore let vz 2 3 in the following. Assume S --) a?# P for some k-, 
Sk<rn-1, Let Lz.---(a~}-J(~‘““In ~l}=LO;;) for some Fz == 
( V2, {a}, P2, &) Q, F. Since Fz -q,, F we have 
(1) (( &\M) &)nPz=PIand 
(2) (( b\{aI) x C JY’=-i’ ( vidai>i> nh = 0. 
By Lemma 3.2 /I -+ E G! Pz and this together with S -, E G P implies 
(3) F2 is propagating. 
We shall show that points (1) to (3) imply a +.-‘, a’ for some j9 2 sj s m - 1, which 
is a contradiction since a itn & L(Fz) for 2 <j < tl~ -- i . Consider the derivation (a ) : Sz = 
~O=jFz Wl *F-2 l ’ l +Fpl_l+Fzak. By (3), Ig(rvi)sk for all O&ik--1, and this 
together with (2) implies that for any length-increasing production ar --) x used in 
the derivation (a) we have a E alph(x). Finally (1) implies WI- 1 st V*\(a) and thus 
weactuallyhave(cr): S&&Z + &akforsome~ E V~{a}V~. ‘ghismeansctr,,,,,,(a) = 
a’, i.e. a *& ai for some j, 0 5 j 6 k. The following cases may occur: 
Case 1: 26j<karn - 1. This is the desired result. 
Case 2: j = 0. This conk radices I3). 
Case 3: j = 1. This would imply L2 E Z(CF) which is a contradiction. Cl 
Lemma 3.6. For every EOL language L and every integer n 2 2 there exists a 
marveliorrs EPOL system F = (V, C, P, S) with L(F) = L such that 
(i) F is synchronized and 
(ii) for every nonterminal A E V\2& A + x E P implies 
n - 1 
x E u 2’ u ( V\C) u (V\X)“. 
i=l 
Proof. -By Theorem 4.3 in [i] and by the observations preceding it we may assume 
that there exists an mEPBL system F, = (VI, 2; PI, [S]) such that L(Fl) = L, 
(1) F1 is synchronized, 
(2 1 a + x E P implies 1 s: 11:(x ) s 2 and 
(3 \ terminal symbols a E 2 are only generated by productions of the form A -P a, 
where A E V&X. 
Define V\~t~~1V\~:={IA~A~...A~]l’k~k~n--SandAi~V1\~f~)rl~j~kl. 
Let h be a ;romomorphism defined by h: V\&+~N~~~-I W&Ok where 
h([AIAz . . . Ac.]):=.,41A;1 . . . /!.k, 1 s k: s n - ‘I., and extend h to ( V\X)’ in the usual 
way. 
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Let 
P:={[A,A~. . . .CPp,]+p31~zt.. . B,]~[A~ I _ .A~]E vp, 
Fur thcr, ;et 
js := {[A 1A 2. . . 14k-J 4 [&][B,] w . . [B, -IICBJ%,+I . . . &I 1 
[AlA2 e . . Ak] E V\Z, Al . . . Ak +Fl B1. . . & E (Vl\Z)’ and 13 n}. 
Note that the symbols [B,, Iq . . Br] occurring in thie right-hand sides of the prczluctions 
of .P are indeed nonterminals of V\C since I < 2n - 2 by (2). Define 
P:=&~u{[A.,A~. . .Ak]+icrlaz.. . ajl[AIA:!. . .A& V\E, 
Note that (3) implies that the j’s in the preceding formula actually equal k and 
thus conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied by Fl It iti straightforward to show that 
L(F) = L(Ft). Since Fl is marvelXous the Iatter equiation and Lemma 5.3 from [l] 
then yield F is marvellous whiich proves the lemma. 0 
3 
Corollary 3.7. For every m 3 2, 
a* 
the EOL @wr F = ({iSI a), (a), (S + a, S --3r 
, . . . , S-am-l , S + S, S + S”, a + blocking}, S) is m-complete where blocking 
iz {S a}*{§)#, a}*. 
Proof. Assume blocking = S, then Lemma 3.6 immediately implies that for every 
EOL language L there e>iists an m-interpretatiorl F’ Qm F(&) such that L(F’) = L. 
If blocking f S, i.e. blockirlg = xSy for some xy E {S, a}+, then rep!lacing the produc- 
tions a + N in F’ by a -+ 1~~ (x)N,u (y ) implies the result. 0 
fRitnnra 3.8. For every E’OL $language 6, and etwy n 2 2 there exists a marvellous 
ECX system F = (V’ Z9 P’, S) with L(F) = .C such that 
(i) F is synchronized and 
(5) for every nonterminal A E V\C, A -+ x E P implies x E (E) u S u ( V\Z)“. 
Proof. Let ?.I= (V 1, Z, PI, S) be the mEOL s.yst em of Lemma 3.6. 
Based on Fl we shall construct. the EOL systenr F such that L = L(F). For every 
word u E & := 2 u {&) 9et XU be a new nonterminat such that {XU 1 u E &} A VI = 8 
and XU # XL for 24 i;k v in 20. Define V := VI u {XU 1 u E 250). 
(i) Replace every production of type bi+ ala 2 . . . i&., A E Vl\.Lc, a 102 . . . ak E Sk 
and 1~ k G n - 1 by the production A + .X’&Xa2 . . . Xflk in PI and add {XM + u 1 E 20) 
to PI thus ,getting Pi. 
(ii) Replace every production, of type ~4 + y, A G VI \X, y E ( V\X)’ and lg(y ) = k s 
e production 4, + yXtVk in Pi thus getting P. 
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It should be clear that I;’ = (V, 2, P, S) satisfies conditions (i, and (ii), The fact that 
Ic is marvellous follows “2~ Lemma 5.3 in [l] due to the fact that L = L(&) = L(F) 
which can easily be provmzd. D 
Corollary 3.9. For every m a 2, the EOL form F = ((S, a), (a), {S + E, S + a, S + 
S”, a + blocking}, S) is m-complete where blocking E (S, a}*{S}(S, a)*. 
Proof. Follows from Lemma 3.F as Corollary 3.7 follows from Lemma 3.6. q 
We are now ready to combine the preceding results into the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.10. An EOL form F = ({S, al, (a), P, S) is m-complete if and only if, 
for some k>2, {a+blocking, S+Sk, S+a)cP and S+EEP or {S+a*, S-+ 
a3 ,...,S+ak-l, S + S} G P, where blocking E {S, a)“(S)(S, a )*. 
Proof. Assume a -jr blocking & P. Then let K = (up0 In > 1) where p > 
max(2, max r(F)). There must be an F’ = (V’!, {a}, P’, S’) -q,, F such that L(F’) = K. 
(i) a + E E P’ is impossible by Lemma 3.2. 
(ii) a + a E P’ is impoz;sible since this would imply K to be context free. 
(iii) a --,x E P’, lg(x) :: 2 and x E a+ is impossible by the choice of p. Thus IZ + x E P’ 
implies x contains a nonterminal. Hence a production of the form a + blocking 
must be in P. 
Then the situation is described by the flowchart of Fig. 1. 0 
Fig. 1. 
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